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Letters to the Editor
WTO
"...Seattleismore thanmillionaires
fondling theirstock options, but a city
with a soul. A city with a voice that is
outragedby civic and global oppression. A city that values more than
"
"shopping ...but rathera city that is
historically known for grass roots
movementsfor such issues as saving
rainforests, reclaiming Tibetan sov'
"
ereignty, and workers rights.

ANUARY 13, 2000

institute prophylactic measures to prevent
dissentevenamidacrisis. Instead, the police
must identify and arrest offenders case-bycase afterindividual criminallaw violations.
To blanketly ban protestmore than a couple
hundred feet from the intended audience
wouldconstitute prior restraintof speechand
is unacceptable. This case came out of the
L.A.riots (afar worse civil disturbance)and
is controlling precedent in our Western Districtof Washington. A federal district judge
didn't seem tocare whenthis pitch wasmade
by the ACLU in an emergency hearing
Wednesdaynight in Tacoma.
Remember, the soul of a city is not in
—
shopping it's in the voices of its citizens.
Engaged citizens,

Notefrom theEditor:The following letter
was submitted to The Spectator editorial
board during the weekof the WTO conference after going to press with that week's
issue.

the police, you know, the folks who are
supposed to serve the people and protect the
constitution (youknow, that annoyingpiece
of paper with references to the right of free
speechand assembly) as well as not trying to
arrest certain SeattleCity Council members
for having a great tan.
But as Dorthy Parker (who commented
after being told that former President Calvin
Coolige had died) would have said, "How
could you tell the difference?" (between a
man who always seemedto be asleep versus
when he finally died).
Icertainly couldn't tell the difference between the hooligansunder the command of
Stormin'Norman "Let's Stamp out the Constitution" Stamper and his boss, Paul (definitely not a Saint) "SiegeHeil" Shelland the

Mara B.Adelman

otherblack cladcriminals roaming the streets

Associate Professor

this week.

Seattle University

TheWTO CITIZEN protest wasaremark-

able testimony to the city of Seattle. We
shouldbe proudofthis city, whichrose to the
occasion for its citizens to engage in public
civic action. These past few days were an
affirmation that Seattle is more thanmillionaires fondling their stock options, but a city
with a soul. A city with a voice that is
outragedbycivic and globaloppression (and
this week,byrepression). A city that values

Dept. of Communication

Keith Gormezano

Mark West

Seattle University School of Law
Alumnus, 1984-1986

Director of Forensics
Faculty Member
Seattle University
Dept. ofCommunication

"The only thing that Icouldfault
someprotestors about is being at all
"
surprised by this police response.

"Then, I
realized thathe was talkmore than "shopping" (the opiate of the
mayor),but rather a city that is historically ing about the police, you know, the
known for grass roots movements for such
who are supposed to serve the
issues as saving rain forests, reclaiming Ti- people and protect the constitution
betan sovereignty,and workers' rights.
(you know, that annoying piece
Watching thelocal news wasevidence that
to the right
complex issues are beyond the pale of local paper with

Iwas tremendouslyimpressedby the courage shownby the WTO protestors in Seattle

broadcast journalism. Each time an anchor

ask the Palestinians! The police, dressed in

folks

of
of

references
free speech and assembly)as well as

as they sat nonviolently, while the police
usedpepperspray, teargas and rubberbullets
on them.Incidentally, all this police violence
occurredlongbefore the windowbreakingby
a few there. Rubber bullets and tear gas are
not innocuous weaponsand can be fatal.Just

trying to arrest certain Seattle black [and] firing high-tech weapons that
disgusting;their vocalinflection shifted,noses City Council members for having a looked like something from Star Wars, re"
wouldwrinkleandsmirks wouldappear. The
minded me of Darth Vader particularly
greattan.
person said the word"protester,"it sounded

word"protester" wasstigmatizedin ourplacid
city of Seattle. It was akin to the term
—
"communists" when said during the
McCarthy hearings with a combination of
hissing and spitting. Although we marched
with approximately 38,000 citizens, Tuesdays television newsrarely showed the solidarity ofthis mass march eclipsedby those
(now say it with disgust) "protestors." Yes,
we are protestors, we are citizens, we Are
—
Seattlelites theseare NOT mutuallyexclusive memberships! If we examine legalpre—
cedent and ourhistory as a city we realize
that thispast week wasanegregious wrongto

not

—

when some started kicking people in the

While talking to a friend who currently
lives onCapitalHillandattendsSeattleUniversity, Iwas shocked to hear about lawless
gangs of predominantly male, black-clad,
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groin. It certainly is a long way from when
they broke up labor demonstrations using

police on horseback wieldingbilly clubs.
Iwasalso impressed by the intelligence of
recognizing that the WTOis
emotionlessanarchistic bulliesroaming about the protestorin
not about tradeas much as it is about corpolike a pack of rabid dogs in the streets of
Seattle, afraid to show their faces (for fear rate powerand corporations' ability tooverthat they might be sued?) so they covered rulelawsthatrestrictthemaximizing ofprofit.
The only thing that Icould fault some
them up with gas masks, wearingfunny lookprotestors about is being at all surprised by
ing,menacing, appropriateforStar Wars//or
Halloween clothing, gangemblems and col- this police response. The U.S. is a country
up death squads to squelch
ors displayed prominently, carrying clubs which has set
countries, taught torture
foreign
in
protests
and other weapons,beating up innocent bythis city whose history speaks for itself.
techniquesto foreignsoldiersat theSchoolof
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals (our standers and engagingin drive by shootings the Americas, and imported Nazi warcrimiduring the WTO protests.
governing federal appellate court) ruled in
Then, Irealized that he was talking about nals like Klaus Barbie to South America to
1996in Jordanv. Collins thata cityCANNOT
impart their knowledge to thebrutal regimes
there. TheyalsousedS.S
officer Reinhard Gehlen
to direct operations
against theSoviet Union.

—
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power absolutely anything! If the CIA, working on behalf of corporate power, could developa chemical toturn
the population of the
UnitedStates into adocile bunch of sheep,they
would do it in a flash.
Perhaps, with television
and sophisticatedpropa-

ganda,it isunnecessary,
but this massive Seattle
protesthas tocause them
someconcern.
Gary Sudborough
Bellflower, Ca.
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Apartment residents displaced during X-rays
U-WEN LEE
Staff Reporter
Continued water problems in the
Murphy Apartmentsled to the temporarydisplacement of overhalf of
theresidents for severalhours yes-

could have beenavoided with better planning.
"These student apartments were
built inhaste, but that is no excuse

for poor architecture. Living in Seattle, therain shouldhavebeen the
firstissue ontheconstruction team' s

terday, today and tomorrow.

agenda,"Floressaid.
Students wereasked to vacate to
Over the past month, a team,
avoid exposing them to radiation which included the apartment dewhileconstruction crews X-raycon- veloper, construction companies
crete in the courtyards todetermine and waterproofingexperts,has been
the placement of rainwater drains. working together to evaluate the
Keith Monteiro, a senior busi- problem and develop a solution.
ness major living in the Rutilo
Grande House, which was X-rayed
yesterdayand today,wasvexedthat
residents were given less than 48

Theproblemfinally drew aunanimous solution from the team.

Residents werenotifiedby flyers
posted on the entrance doors and

A total of 12concrete slabs inthe
apartmentcourtyards have to be Xrayed toensure that the installation
of drains willnot cut anyimportant

In order to prevent water from
entering the apartments in the fuhours notice regarding the tempo- ture, a small drain is to be installed
rary evacuation.
in front ofeach entrance to the five
"They shouldhave at least toldus apartmentbuildings. The drainswill
during the weekend,"Monteiro said. hopefully solve the flooding prob"Now I
havetore-plan my schedule lemsthathave plagued thecomplex
since Fall Quarter.
all overagain."
windows of the apartmentsonMonday.
During the Fall Quarter, some

cables.
Sharpe says thatthe X-rays are a
residents living in the first floor
apartmentshad reported waterdam- necessary solution, and that it was
agein their apartments.
something she and her staff had
Several students with damaged decided on over the winter break.
apartmentsweremovedinto differ"We think it couldbe a problem
ent apartments in the

complex while their
rooms underwent re-

pair.

BROOKE KEMPNER / PHOTOEDITOR

The Murphy Apartment complex waspartiallyshut down yesterdayfor concrete X-rays.

Some levels of the garage will
not beaccessible for 15 minutesper
Sharpe added.
hour from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. today,
Security willbe steppedup dur- and 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.Friday.
ing the evacuations to ensure that
Campus safety and security ofevery residentin effectedbuildings ficers willbe on hand to ensure no
has left the premises.
one enters the effected levels during these times.
Cars can safely reronment for students and we want
to minimize inconveniences,"

"We think it could be a problem in the overall design
of the building which is causing the leakages."

"We did relocate
some residents before
the break when [the
water damage] wasfirst
reported," said Judith Sharpe, Di-

Judith Sharpe, Director of residential Services

rector of Residential Services.
In addition,the entryways of sev-

eralof the buildings sustained water damage.

Robert Flores,agraduatestudent
residing in the PeterClaver house,
thought that the leakage problem

in the overall design of the building
which is causing the leakages,"

According toamemo sent outby
Residential Services,all apartment
Sharpe said.
units will be checked by a Murphy
"Our plan is to install a small Apartmentstaff memberand a safety
drainoutside the thresholdsofeach and security officer.
building,and we want to do that as
Inadditionto the apartmentcourtfast as possible, because we do un- yards, the Murphy parking garage
derstand that this is a living envi- willalso undergo X-rays.

too difficult in terms of the planning of the building," Flores said.
"X-rays are also not the best solution. The architects should know

where the underground cables are
in the first place."
Tomake up fortheinconvenience
to the residents,everyone received

food vouchers in their mailbox.

mainin thegaragedurSince most residents do nothave
ing the X-rays.
meal plans, this willenable them to
The radiation will eat lunch on campus at no cost.
not affect cars, comResidents will also get a $25
uters and other ma- deductionon their rent next month.

chinery within the
complex.
"The construction team working
with us have given us assurances
regarding this issue, as they have
had experience working with huge
companies such as Microsoft,"
Sharpe said.
"I don't think it was anything

Tomorrow will be the thirdand
final day of the X-raying in the
courtyards and garage.
Residents in buildings one, two
and three will have to leave their
apartments from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Yesterday and today buildings
three, four and five were cleared
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Student hit by car in Campion crosswalk
AMY JENNIGES

Harborview Medical Center to the Murphy Apartment complex. accidents on file, has information processed.
check for possible head injuries.
Thelights are activated when some- on the areasurrounding the crossThedepartmentreportedonlyone
Father Peter Ely, SJ, was in the one steps into the crosswalk.
to
more
dating
walk
back 1991.The
other car hitting a pedestrian at the
A SeattleUniversity student was living room of the Arrupe Jesuit
TheSeattleDepartmentofTrans- recent years are not complete, as crosswalk, causing a non-fatal inhit bya vehicle in theE.James Way Residence when he saw the flash- portation, which keeps records of not all accident reports have been jury,in Nov. 1991.
crosswalk near Campion Hall on ing lights of the ambulance. He
Sunday night.
went outside tosee what was going
News Editor

The student, who was not interestedin having his namepublished
andcouldnot be contacted,is doing

welland did not suffer any injuries,
according to Jeannie Natta, Director of Residential Living.

on.

"By the time Igot there, they
wereputtinghimin the ambulance,"
Father Ely said.

Father Ely followed the ambu-

lance to Harborview. When he arAt approximately 6:10 on Sun- rived, he was not allowed to visit
day, Campus Public Safety began the student until medicalstaff finrecieving what Public Safety Man- ished running tests. He was able to
ager Mike Sletten referred to as a visit with the student later in the
"flood of calls"regarding the acci- evening.
According to Father Ely, the student.
The calls came directly into the dentdid notremember thedetails of
public safety office, and the acci- the accident.
dent was also reported over thepoThe student was released from
lice radio.
Harborview on Monday morning,
Campus Safety officers arrived according to the SU Public Relawithin seconds of the Seattle Fire tions office.
and Police Units.
After a rest at home,he is back in
The studenthad been attempting class, according to Natta.
to cross northbound, according to
'Thank God he's okay," Father
Sletten.Hehad just steppedintothe Ely said.
street when he was struck in the
The crosswalk where the student
southernmostlane.
was injured had Hashing lights inThe student was taken to stalled during the construction of
4

Students cross the Campion crosswalk whereanother student wasstruck by a car Sunday evening.
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Speaker connects
WTO and MLX

SECURITY

AMY BARANSKI
StaffReporter

Jim rennie

JimDouglass, a long time theologian, civil rights activistand author
offourbooks, reflected last night in
the Schafer auditorium on whathe
calls the "double apocalypse."
He was referring to the World
Trade Organization protestsand the
simultaneous trial to re-investigate
the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.
Douglass, who is known in the
Seattle area forhis efforts in found-

ing Ground Zero, a non-violent retreat house dedicated to protesting
the Trident Submarine Base neighboring the house.
Admitting that he did not fully
understand the complexities of the
WTO, he couldstill share the experienceof watching themedia's por-

trayal of the protests whileattending theMLX trial2,000 milesaway
in Memphis, TN.
"There was a revelation by witnesses in the courtroom in Memphis of a prophet's murder by the
same systemthat wasbeingrevealed

here by the tear gassing of thousands of non-violent protesters.
There were witnesses in the courtroom,and there were witnesseshere
in Seattle," Douglass explained.
"In the wrongful death lawsuit
filed by King's family...the wit-

ference.

"So there were two trials.One in Staff Reporter
a Memphis courtroom about the
VEHICLE BREAK-IN
murder of the American people by
the assassination ofMLX...the second trial in the streets of Seattle
At approximately 5 p.m. Dec.30,
about the invisible murder of mil- the owner of a vehicle reported a
lionsofpeopleand wholespeciesof break-in. The car had been parked
creatures by the policies of trans- in the MurphyGarage fromDec.15
national corporations," Douglass to Dec. 30.
Upon returning to the car the
said.
Douglass equated the evil pow- owner found someone had gone
ers MLX sought to resist with the through the contentsof the vehicle.
same evil behind the system of the Upon investigation, no signs of
WTO.
forced entry were found. The
Ineach instance the call fornon- owner reported that some reviolence was toaddress a percieved ceipts andvehicleinformation
systematic evilwhich Douglass so weremissing.
clearly says, "is not in charge."
Douglassarguedthat King'sultiSTOLEN WALLET
mate goal was to reveal to American citizens that the power of the
OnJan. 5, a faculty memgovernment is given to it by the ber reported that his wallet
people, and in turn can be taken had been stolen from his ofaway by the citizenry.
fice in theCasey Building.The
This knowledge was the key to theft occurred sometime bethemission of MLX, as well as the tween 9 a.m.and 1:15 p.m.
key to the mission of protestors
The professor reported he
during the WTO conference.
had been in and out of his
Douglass remarked that the ab- office during the morningand
sence of the American people in teachingclass inPigott.It was
this important trial was startling.
already theafternoon when the
The recent verdict stated that professor realized his wallet was
King was assassinated by a con- missing.
spiracy that included agents of his
A check of his office and classown government.
room did not recover the wallet.
"The final purposeof King's life Security staffcheckedallfloors and
and the reason for his death has common areas of both the Casey

REPORT
near by building and yelled at the

campus public safety officer.
After hoppingback in hiscar, the
driverthendrove a littleup theroad,
before turning around and coming
back and swerving at the campus
public safety officer, who missed
getting hit by running up onto the
sidewalk.
The Seattle Police Department
was advised of theincidentand the

Jennifer Elam
Staff Reporter

Among the items stolen were
Christmas gifts, several DVDplayers, a camera, a television, a VCR,
a laptop computer, cash and jew-

Brent Ruth, a law student, had a
final exam on his mind when he elry. The total value of the items
woke uponeThursday morninglast stolen exceeds $17,000Ruth said.
Accordingto Ruth, every mateDecember.
But Ruth, a resident of the Arch- rial thing willbe replacedby insurbishop Murphy Apartments, had ance,except the cash.
somethingelse to worryabout once
Everything stolen was in the livhe stepped into the living roomof ing room, which is on the ground
the four-bedroom apartment he floorlevel.
AccordingtoMike Sletten,Camshares.
Many of his belongings and the pus Public Safety Manager,there
Christmas gifts he planned to give were no signs of forced entry
had been stolen during the early through the door or window.
hours ofDec. 16.
Threeof the unit's four residents
Ruth had to take his final, so he were home, asleep, at the time of
did not notify the authorities of the the burglary.Theburglaryhappened
theft until noon that day. Campus in the earlymorning, according to
Safety and Security officers and the Ruth.
Ruth said the police found three
Seattle Police department were
or four fingerprints, but he was told
called to investigate.
The Spectator

the chances of the items being recovered are slim.
Ruth said he has not heard back
from Campus Safety and Security
or theSeattle Policesince the day of
the burglary.
"Safety and Securityhas notbeen
very communicative," said Simon
Farretta,one ofRuth's roommates.
"[The police] have an active in-

vestigation going, and we're not
going to interfere," Sletten explained."We don't getin their way."
The Seattle Police are handling
the investigation, which is considered a felony crime.
'They've been on the front step
of it all the way," Sletten said.
"We're there to assist them [the
police] and the resident," Sletten
continued. "We'll be followingup
with them [the residents] and the

Uponquestioning,the occupants
admittedthat they had in factbeen

smoking marijuana. Some marijuana, partial 'joints' and a glass
pipe withresidue ofmarijuana smell
were found and taken by campus
public safety.

driver,a non-campusmember, was

BLOW Ell FLIESCOOP

later arrested for reckless endan-

On Christmas Eve,the janitorial
service reported that a leafblower hadbeen stolen from a
storage closet in the Pigott
building. The blower had a
reported value of approxi-

germent.

mately $155.00.

CHRISTMAS CHEER
STOLEN
Sunday Jan. 2, at apDximately5:45 p.m.,a resint of Bellarmine Hall rerted that a string of Christ-

JOn

lights and a plastic cumn of beads had been stolen
im the doorway of their
is

jm.

The thief made off with approximately $21 worth of Christmas
cheer.

TAPEDDOOR
Friday night,

at

approximately

11:50 p.m. a Campion resident adnesses revealed in this trial how
viserinformedcampuspublic safety
security had been systematically beenforgotten.Dr.King'shopewas and Pigott buildings,but were not staff of the possibility of narcotics
activity on their floor.
strippedfor MLX on Apr. 4, 1968," to shut down Washington in the able to recover the wallet.
spring of 1968 by massive civil
After arriving on the scene, it
Douglass said.
AT EMPTEDASSAULT.
tooknumerousattempts byresident
Douglass tried toput hisreaction disobedienceuntil the US governlifestaff andsecurity staff toget the
to the coverage of the WTO into ment agreed toeliminate povertyin
Last Tuesday, around 6:30 a.m., residents toanswer the door.When
context with the events surround- this land."
"Both King'seconomic goaland a campus public safety officer was thedoor wasopenedit was found to
ing both King's peaceful message
his revolutionarymeanswas to'dis- issuing a parking citation to a ve- have been taped shut, presumably
and subsequent violentdeath.
Noting the focus on the secrity locate the functioning of the city hicle parked in the fire lane near tokeeptheactivitiesinsidethe room
issue in the King case, Douglass withoutdestroyingit.'Andthatgoal 1lth.The vehicle's owner exited a as secret as possible.
reflected on the images of police and vision is what happenedonthe
actions inhandlingthe non-violent streets ofSeattle6 to8 weeksago,"
demonstrators during theWTO con- Douglass stated.

Student loses $17,000
in Archbishop Murphy
apartment burglary

Security staff noticed that there
was an odorof marijuana permeating the room.

THEY STOLE WHAT?
\ campus public safety officer
was on theirmorningpatrolonJan.
4 and found somebodyhadstolen a
metal bollard from the west side of
LoganField. Theapproximate value
of the bollard is $200.

Informationin SecurityReport is

provided by the Seattle University
Department ofPublic Safety.

The Marksmanship Club
Schedule
-Shooting
Winter Term Jan. 14
Jan. 28

Feb. 14*
Feb. 2s

Mar. 10

The club provides all firearms, ammunition,
instruction, and hearing and eye protection.

Transportation to the range leaves from the
front of Xavier Hall at 2:10 p.m. (* 3:00 p.m.).
Members may use their own equipment.
For Further Information

Jacob Faris, President, 206-220-8638.
E-mail farisj@seattleu.edu

Dr. Tadie, Moderator, 206-296-5420
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EDITORIAL
The new face of
Seattle University
—

School spirit has been restored to Seattle University at
least in the visual sense. Students finally have a figure to rally
behindand find some common ground with. Whether you are
a biochemistry environmentalist or an accounting major on
the softball team you are definitely now a Redhawk. SU can
now be called the "Home of the Redhawks."
Thatkind of symbolistic integrity has longbeen missing at
SU. Last spring when candidates for ASSU Council were
lamenting about poor school spirit and lack ofinvolvement on
campus, there was little to gather around and celebrate.
Students had no link to join together as a cohesive student

body.
Now, students can be proud to gather behind the Redhawk

name. There are no questions of disgracing images or misinterPreted represen0 Lj/i/11/E/tstrvtation. Despite that
me f° rmer mascot
"£■
M
Chief"
Xi tain,slwasthe
respectful
-"^^H
n ts original intent,
lbecame a demoralH
i/.ing symbol to many
students,
faculty, alumni
"
and community members.
Choosing a new mascot not only shows sensitivity toward
other cultures but it is a reflection of how our society has
become aware of the degradation having another human as a
mascot can be.
After months of planning and countless committee meetings, the Redhawk finally madeitsdebutlast Thursdaybefore
a crowded Paccar Atrium. Students, faculty and staff pushed
way to the balconies to get a glimpse of the new mascot.
their
"
Perhaps the excitement over the new mascot will indeed
revitalize our school spirit. The mascot unveilingput SUin the
Seattlepapers;it reminded the community of the university's
—
recent past of a basketball program which sent its players
into the NBA. Ithas helped to redefine the school's image as
our athletic teams make the transition to Division11.
"The athletes seem excited; they still hold the Chieftains in
their hearts,but they are receptive to the idea. The people who
made the decision did a great job. They should be proud they
did such a thorough job," said Jason Lichtenberger, Sports

M-m*£f£J-fOWH**
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Shopping

a

isnot

conscientiousresponse

to vandalism

■

Buyingyour favorite color fleece at OldNavy does
not help restore Seattle to itspre-WTO vibrance
Abi

Jones
Spectator Columnist

downtown or on Broadway.
In the realm of civics, my responsibility to thecommunity isnot
to help replace glass windows on
department stores. We serve our
civic duty through protesting poli-

tics,

I
rememberwhen e-mail wasfun.
Years ago friends wouldcall on the
phoneor pass byin thehalland say
excitedly "Hey, Iwrote you an email."This defeatedthe entirepur-

brance to downtown.

volunteering with the

Children's Literacy Project and

Pottery Barn is not vibrant and helping out at the Chicken Soup
neither is Niketown, Eddie Bauer, Brigade.
The Bon Marche nor Nordstrom.
There are hundreds of ways to

Helly Hansen and Victoria'sSecret voice opinions aside from shopgive me no sense of ownership. ping. We are citizens of a country
internet, but at least it lacked the Why are we claiming that down- that allows us to critique our govserious,stubborn,ignorance today's town was wonderfulwhenits really ernment. Take advantage of that
e-mailcarries.
just a bunchof gloss and glass win- freedom.
Immediately after theWTO week dows over goods that don't mean
Citizenship is more than voting;
concludedIreceivedane-mailfrom much in the grand scheme?
spendinginstead
someone Ido not
Information Director.
enThey
know.
ofdoing.tnenwe
"It was great to see a lot of student support, but also to see
aim at society
couraged me to
a lot.of alumni support," Lichtenberger added. "Iheard the "return downbased solely on
alumni had some mixed emotions when they heard we were town to its prethe power of
changing the mascot because there isa lotoftraditionembed- WTOvibrance,"
no sense
reclaim
ded in a mascot. The important thing is that we are not to
downtown, to
mate object dechanging the tradition but changing the identity."
shop.
thoughts
also
encourtermine
and actions?
mystery
my
The
writer
IndeedSU will still be the same school thattakes pride inthe
I'llvote withmy dollarifIdecide
The original writerof the e-mail agedme tomeet friends downtown,
fact that its athletes are studentsfirst. SU will stillbe the same lamented vandalism and loss of have a dinner party, walk around to buy a congressman.That seems
university that encourages academic excellence and achieve- shopping days. Obviously, this with family and give a lesson in more effective than shopping. The
mindset of using money as a voice
ment on the athletic field. SU will stillbe the same university young man was excitedat thepros- civics.
spending
walking
gives
of
in
I
like
the
ideaof
take
more power to the rich and
pect
hours
line
lookto
that encourages the practice of humanity and applying the
ing forthe perfect polar fleece, zip- back mystreets fromNational Guard less to the poor, the people who
lessons learned in the classroom to the real lifeobstacles.
top, two-tone,pullover item.
outposts, teargas anddelegatesmore need to be heard.
But now SU has a face and a character to support and to add
I,on theotherhand, don'tplan on interested in the bottom line than
Deadwhite menin greenink need
attributes to that embody the philosophies that make SU propping up multinational compa- the importanceofenvironment and not symbolizethepowerofdemocnies whodo not representmy inter- equality.
racy.
unique and worth competing under.
ests as a human beingrather than a
Need to eat out? Have a dinner
If we want toreclaimourstreets,
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of wallet. We, for the most part, are party at a Seattle restaurant; we simply need to walk them.
Steven P. Ford, Katie Ching, Sara Christensen college students scraping by while Beppo's,Bimbo'sBurrito Kitchen,
and Sonia Ruiz. Signed commentaries reflect cringing at bookstore prices and and Ivar's are open for your busituition hikes.Now we're supposed ness. If you must shop, delicious Abi Jones is a sophomore
the opinionsof theauthors and not necessarily
tobuy overpriced,sweatshop-made, hazelnuts and fresh fish are avail- majoring in communication
those of The Spectator, Seattle University or poor quality clothes at Old Navy? able at Pike Place, as are cool re- studies. Her e-mail address is
its student body.
That's not how one returns vi- cycled clothesat a numberofshops jonesabi@ seattleu.edu.
The Spectator
pose of writing someone over the

Helly Hansen and Victoria's Secret
give me
of ownership.
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A challenge:Put your Students are
becoming
your
money
mouth where
is
academic
Holly
zombies
Miller

Spectator Columnist

tAs

an executiveofficer ofASSU
nincil, Ihear a lot about what
ople think of ASSU. "ASSU
Sucks!" hasbeen a popular slogan
since my freshman year. It reminds
me of some, though not all, of the
"No WTO" protesters who spread
asticker-like sloganwithout know-

ing exactly why.

I
alsohear that peopleare disappointed with the lack of community and school pride on campus. I
echo that sentiment.
However, the moreIthink about
it, theless I
feel itis the Council's

responsibility to change that. Last
Spring, the 25 or so of you who
attended the Candidate's Forum
heard every candidate bemoan the
lack of community on campus and

promise to do something about it.
Whatyoumay not realizeis thatthe
members ofASSUCouncil,as your
representatives,are doingtheirjob.
Don't think so?Thenlet us know.
In the meantime, Iwouldlike to
point out what we have done and
what else is in store for this year.
Your reps have taken on Information Services to make sure they
do not stop providing AOL instant
messagingand ICQ. YourCouncil
unanimously passed a resolution

what you want;and2)Getinvolved
yourself.If youdon't think wehave
spirit, ask yourself when the last
time you went toa homegame was?

Then go to thenext one.Ifyou think
the ASSUCouncil sucks, cometo a
meeting and tell us what weare not
doingcorrectly Ifyou want tobuild
community, go to events. Next

.

encouraging Seattle University to
allow American Sign Language to
fulfill the foreignlanguagerequire- quarter offers plenty with Fiesta
Caliente,Battle of the Bands,Shaft
ment.
andMardiGras, just to name a few.
your
reps
keyorgaSomeof
were
In short, we allknow that we pay
nizersin the SU "No WTO" protest
a
ofmoney to go here. Financial
volunteered
with
the
lot
and others
White House Press Corp. through- aid, proximity to home and small
out theWTOConference. Youhave class sizes are only small parts of
reps thathave campaigned for more the collegeexperience. They may
security poles on campus, lobbied be what brought you here, but the
in Olympia to protect financial aid experience is what ought to keep
for private university students, youhere.
So,if you think yourmoneyis not
worked toaddressthe inadequacies
of Lemieux Library, and brought being well spent, i.e. you are not
SU its first ever "Community happy, speak up. Iwould amend
President Kennedy's immortaladWeek."
TheCouncilhas also takenon fun vice to "Ask not what SUcan do for
projects, like working towards pro- you but what you can do for SU."
viding recreational equipment stu- Hokie, I
know, but relevant.
can
a
Ask
how your talents
price
yourself
dents
rent for low
and
helpingtheJammin'Jesuitsprovide can contribute to others or which
over 300 free t-shirts and several clubs represent what you are paspromotional give-aways at home sionate about. If none, then start
games. Keep your eyes open for one. If not some feeling of owneruseful ASSU key chains in the next ship and impact, what are youpayweek. Also, ASSU oversees and

ing for, and is it worthit?

funds clubs and their events.
This column is not meant to be a
rah-rah advertisement for how well
your student government is work- Holly Miller isa senior majoring
ing for you.It is an encouragement in English.Here-mail address is
for you to do two things: 1) Tell us hmmiller @seattleu.edu.

Human fear

factory

Joe
Tynan
Spectator Columnist

ken mirror equals bad luck, etc.).
Religionis based on fear;fear God,
fearSatan,fearHell,fearArmageddon, fear Death.

For the sakeof creating fear,humanity has gone togreat lengths to
ensure that it is wellincubated and
Well, here we are. Back from be destroyed.So what? It's not as if coddled,so that it maygrow at will.
vacation,just getting overthe Y2K I'mgoing to suddenlyrollover and It's so fundamental to our way of
jitters,blahblah,ad nauseam. Good diebecause my clock rolledover to life that we even fear basic things,
likewhat grade we get ona test or if
riddance to 1999. Iwas starting to 1900.
go insane with all the Y2K this,
The only big thing that would someone likes us.
Reallypeople! In80 years of life,
Y2K that, run-to-the-hillsblather. possibly have been affected in a
there is one thing that 1999 major way would be the financial will one test matter more than a
ght me abouthuman nature itis sector (well,it's the section people pittance? Is your personal state rethis: humans need something to care most about at least). In my ally so important that the world
book, that scoresrather low, since I should stop andfocus its beady little
swear it must be genetically like to think myself as one who is eyesupon your soul?
Because of our fears, weare ceogrammed(hmm...cometo think not overly materialistic.
it, it is) for us to go and find
talking
But I
digress.1was
about mented to the now, taking every
methingto fear.Ifyou put a fluffy fear, and how its all-too*pervasive day one at a time, and fearing what
bunny in frontof acrowd ofpeople, effects draw us to it likemoths to a tomorrow will bring.
I fear that if this trend is not
there would inevitably be at least flame.Let me expand. Almostallof
one person scared to death of it.
our documented history is fear- recognized for what it truly is, huThe Y2K "crisis" wasthe perfect based; we rememberbest what we manity will beburied in a catatonic
shell of its own phobias.
gambit to scare as many people as fear the worst.
Really,what wouldhave
For example,most wars are very
>t likelyhappenedanyway? Not well documented, yet archaeolomuch.
gists have the darndest of times Joe Tynanisajuniormajoring in
Everyone was moaning about trying to figure out how anaverage electrical engineering.His e-mail
is
w expensive it would be, and person livedtheirlife longago. Our address
superstition is based on fear (bro- caustic ©seattleu. edu.
outhow our quality of life would
The Spectator
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Chris
Mulally
Gnprtnfnr

Astounding! This school reminds me of a cemetery. At
least, that'show it appears to an
outsider. You must give me a
break though, I'm new to the
Seattle University scene. Here's
myunderstandingof your school
so far: it's great,butithas atleast
one major problem. The problem begins with the educators
andends with the educated.
Firstof all, whoever bent SU
brains so out of shape as to respectquantity overquality? Asa
student,I
am barely ableto finish
allof the work assigned for each
class period.
But,Iam not a minority the
majority of studentsdo not finish
allthe assignedmaterial. Teach-

on efficiency, product anda shal-

low consumption of reality.
Moststudentsbarelyhavea hand
in the way they are taught they
are led like dogs on leashes, pursuing the mere shadows of great
ideas. Iwantto clarify thatno one
is shallow,theyjust choose to be.
Thestudents here are guilty of not
speaking up.
Langston Hughes asked the
simple question: "What happens
to a dream deferred?"

—

Does it dry up
Like araisin in the sun? I
Or fester like a soreAnd then run?

—

ers assignmemoreworkforthree
days thanI
couldpossiblyappreciatefullyin three weeks. Why is

Cnlurnni<zt

1 want my fellow students to |
think about their educat\ona\
dreams.
Are these beingsuffocated here?
If they are,how does this make

this?
Itseemslikemost ofthe teach- them feel? For some, SU is the '
ers at this school are under the perfect spot. But for the others,1
impression that itisbest to cram wantthem tospeak upnow against
down asmany ideas,assignments theirsuppressingenvironment,or
and readings as possible, even leave. We deserve to be educated
though each student forgets 90 in an environment that enhances
percent of this important mate- our creativity, not diminishes it.
rial in less than a week.
WhenI
look around at the faces
Thiscramming is not an effec- in my classes, Iseeeyes hanging,
tive way to educate students or heads lulling. Bodies slack in
helpstudentsbloom. Sometimes, chairs. Most everyone doesn't
in my classes, one-half or one- want to be here when they are
fourth of the entire class skips here. Why? No one speaks up
because they couldn't finish the when they realize something is
not working. But learning here is
assigned work.
—
Ridiculous! What kindofedu- often such a drag it is so impercationalenvironment forces this? sonal Who theheck wants toread
It feels like no education at all. and regurgitate,read and regurgiSecondly, most everyone I tate, read and regurgitate? Shalmeet hereis very nice, willing to lowness is constantly enforced.
At your university,Idrown in
serve their community and all
but they act so shallow Iwant to "busywork." Iam emotionally
just cry talking to them.
sick becauseIfeellike I'm forgetBut, it is not their fault en- ting how to think deeply.
tirely.For, while beingeducated
Ihave decided that Iwill leave
in this "cramdown your throat" this university as soonasIcan, but
and "morethan you can handle" not before Isay this: ask yourself
teaching environment, it natu- each day how you are doing.
Areyoubeingpressuredbeyond
rally accords that each student's
soul wastes away.
your capacities? Is a teacher borFora soulneeds time fordeeper ing you or bending you wrong?
connections toincubate— to truly Does something not feel right?
digestknowledge, tolisten to the You arepaying thousands ofdolrain and think and relax with an lars forthis experience Idemand
that you tell your teachers if you
idea.
There is no timehere to actu- think they are violating yoursoul.
allygo intoideas themain idea
is to go over them. This is like
holding the apple in yourhands,
and admiringits sheen, and polishing it, but never biting intoit.
Naturally,students grow tumors Chris Mulallyis a firstyearpre—
instead of brains tumors that major. His e-mail address is
varerobotic, senselessblobs bent cmulally@hotmail.com.
J

.

—

—
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" Fresh Coffee, Reheated Glass

Untamed coffee at Animal's Cafe
BYjEFFDORION

glow comes from fine layers of gas
coated within the glass.
Complementing these lights are six small
glassbalIs hangingabovetheouterbar.Made
cent

Arts & Features Editor

lAt

first, Jim Nowak'sglassblowingstudio
ems as ordinary as can be.Its artists, sur- from solid, rather than hollow, glass, the
unded by the usual gray machinery, focus colored balls are lit from above,creating a
tensely on the glowingmolten glass.
luminescent glow after dark.
The glassstudio's specialty,known as free
theirdaily
cup of
It's wheretheseartists get
ffee thatmakesNowak's studio sounique. form, is also on display. Blowing the glass,
)nnectedto thestudio lies Animal'sCafe, a lettingit cool, and reheatingit creates these
w entrytoSeattle'sbustling espressoscene. strangely shaped sculptures. The sculptures
>catedright behind SeattleUniversity'sLo- are thenadorned with intricatesurface decon Field on 12'h Street, Animal's has be- ration.
Oddlyenough, the most fascinating areaof
come a popular coffee stop for First Hill
dwellerssince its Sept. 99 opening.
Animal's Cafe is the seemingly simplistic
Animal's Cafeis co-runby Nowak andhis barista bar. The back cabinet's doors are
fatherSteveBennett,affectionately knownto madefrom glass from an oldmidwestern ice
the staff as "Dad." They purchased the build- cream parlor, and 100 year-old marbleforms
ing in1996afterits formerinhabitant. Poke's its countertop. And in a bizarre burst of
MotorcycleShop, closed down.
artistic inspiration, thebar'spaneling is made
Originally, the building was intended upof wood from old men'sroomdoors from
strictly for glass blowing,but when the ship- the University of Washington.
Bennett admits the design of the cafe
; was a tough sell to city planners. "The
! city hasbeen very cooperative," he says.
cafe
"But it took a long time togo through the
Animals
I process. All thepeoplethat we dealt with
550 12th Avenue
M-F 7am - 7pm, SaturdayBam Bpm ! tried to understand ourdifferent format,
since we'reartists. Theinspectorsdidn't
room thatis now thecafe wasmoved to always succeed, but they tried real hard."
Its artful interior isn't Animal's Cafe's
basement. Bennett saw other opportunionly strong feature. Bennett has made sure
Iwas spending about $30 a day going to that equal emphasis is placed on the main
get coffee forall the kids who work here, so point of the cafe: coffee.
wouldstillkeepblowingglass.FinallyI Spewingfrom a high-tech,$20,000espresso
d that we needed to get an espresso ma- machine, Animal's caffinated concoctions
ne. We were using the cafe area as an come from the roasted beans of the Capitol
ployeelounge or clubhouse, and then we Hill coffee mammoth Vivace. In keeping
lized we neededto open it and serve eof- with Vivace's highstandards, the espresso is
groundfor eachshot andis hand packedwith
After extensiverenovations thatincluded an airtight aluminumpresser.
tailingbathroomsand anew roof,Bennett
Its signature drink is a bizarre brew known
1 Nowak set forth creating the unusual as theCafe Nico. Served in a tiny cup, a Nico
;riors ofthecafe. Naturally,Nowak'sglass- consists of two shotsof espresso,orangeand
rk served as the basis for the interior vanilla flavors, orange zest, cinnamon and
steamed half-and-half. The obligatory
The cafe's floor, divided into four bright coffeeshoppastries are also on hand.
lares of green, blue, red and yellow, sets
For baristas, Animal's is the perfect place
ceiling
cafe's colorful tone. From the
totestout their brewing chops.Jacken"Jake"
White, a barista at Animal's since itopened,
Nowak-designedlights,
opaleswhose
lg

'

!'*?«»€afe Spotlight

-

Pg

Iy

Above: Floor to ceiling windowsallow the sun to light up the coloredglass decorating the
cafe. Below:An Animal's patron enjoys somefresh air in the open smoking section.
went through 60
hoursof training
to learn the intricate Vivace

method. "Look
around, it's so
and
bright
cheery," says
White."Yougot
your little fireplace,it's warm,

the floors are
nice. It's a reallycoolplace."
Animal's Cafe"

looks as bright
want it to be a tavern serving beer. We

tionof soups and breads to the menu, as well
as a selection of ales.
Bennett asserts Animal's willnotturn into
a coffeeshop-gone-eatery, like it's Capitol
HillpeerB&O Espresso."I want tobe able to
offer something besides coffee, but Idon't

opened it as a coffeeshop and that's what it
is."
Summertime promises bigger changes to
thecafe. The vintagegarage doorseparating

continued on next page

1330 am KSUB WINTER 2000 SCHEDULE

TIME
9:00-9:30

in NOON

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

thenews with josh

thenews with sonia

thenews with josh

thenews with josh

russert

ruiz

russert

russert

off air

off air

off air

thenews with josh

off air

off air

wolfie andmule

kevin crotty

alexia mcdougall
amanda nightengale

ricoandmimi

michaelfelix hates

extendedmix/open

rock androll

dj prema, the 2"
coming
2-4

tyrone nakawatase

russert

6-8

the art andsieve
show

russert

alex atvarez

marc cote
andmonica corona

mix
chris newton

Jeffrey chavez

acidjazz/trip hop

soul ecstasy

soundmaster hour
scott. joe,kevinand
katie—mix

Justin chin

monica corona

Jazz

trip hop

joetynan
andfriends

brianschiable and
glengoulter
blues, jazz,classic
rock
open

marky marc andthe
funky brunch

tonisutton andkaya
adams

hectorherrera
top200

drumm beats

localhip-hop
silvana. mia, abi,
andmanu

trip hop. drum and

-

dan. Mccormack
dan. kaufman

10-MIDNIGIIT

MIDNIGHT-2

bryanbingold
NW indie

Request line x2255

8

m. Brian ross

Jazz

mikehasten

Hip-hop

davefulmar

ben partsandgreg
coffey

mixedbag
open

Oldies, 80"s andall,
L2
with cache and
DOS

progressive SO's
LIVELEGS

A psychedelicjam
mixedplate
metal
indie pop/punk
session
the beat
soniaruiz
LIIELEGS
John lott. Sam ko, kevin coeandsieve
w/
andadamJerome
andlindsay somner
troy
am 3
A psychedelicjam
plenty ofmadness
somaholiday
thedownbeat
session
rob culp andpaul
dr.j
supak
open
open
Jennifer clam
,
cook
NWindie
loudrock
st. regis sarcstics
Spacerock

bass, hip-hop

8-10

show

latin

japanesepop
4-6

extendedmix/open

rock androll

thenews with josh

NOON 2

michaelfelix hates

open

joeyha
It'sall good
katieculbertson
hip-hop andreggae

romanandruben
party music

danpeterson
the other white
meat

80s-90srock

office line x6036 e-mail: ksub_college@hotmail.com
The Spectator
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" Ms. Pacman Goes Punk

SHIM! DRUNKEN
PUNK ROCKERS
WERE HERE!!!
Bryan Bingold

"Johnny Thunders") as warmly as
they possibly could. Though no
Staff Reporter
names weregiven, thenewer mateSaturday night, theHi-Score rial proved that it will stand on its
co arcade hostedanother oneof own when released.
their free all ages local punk rock
Punk rockers will have to wait
butthis one was to be a little forthe next MCD album. Theband
is on the vergeofextensive touring
different.
The poster advertising the show starting next Saturday.
read: "Tonight! At the Hi-Score:
The tour will take them up and
When AirplanesCrashand A Super down the West Coast, through the
Secret Mystery Band."
middle of the country and alongthe
a tangling maze of re- eastern seaboard. MCD hopes to
ces, a select few were able to continue their tour across the ocean
out that the "super secret mys- toEuropeand Japan,extendingtheir
fanbase to thosewho
speak the same lan-

t.ast

fws,

Eirough

guageofangstaround
the world: teenagers.
MCD thoroughly
entertained fora solid

Murder City Devils &
when Airplanes Crash
Hi score Arcade

45 minutes, and with

band" was none other than
Seattle's own dirty, drunken, rock
'n rollers: The Murder CityDevils.
Arriving at the scene, there were
a vastnumber of people waiting for
the Hi-Score to open its doors. Obviouslythemazeofresources wasn't
tery

«t

challenging;foreveryone was

re to see MCD.
The doors opened at 7:30 p.m.
front roomof theHi-Score
quickly filled to capacity,
lesecondroomcouldhavebeen
filled,but so manyeagerfans pushed
their wayinto themain room that it
was likely that the walls would

Kthe
crack.

MCD werein fine form. Theusually sub-par PA system at the HiScore only accentuated the nitty
gritty leftoverbeersounds ofMCD.
SingerSpencer Moody's voice was
overtly distorted, which added to
drunken rage that encapsulates
D's music,
herest of theband' s instruments
c fighting forthe dominance of
Score, but Leslie Hardy's keyrd cut through everything else
and floated throughout the build-

I
ing.

Astonished punk rockers looked
to the ceilinginhopes of catchinga
of this prominent, but usually
ign, instrument ofpunk rock,
lcked into the front end of the
Hi-Score, MCD's usually frantic
stage show waslike aninadequately
caged animal ready to break free.
The crowd was unusually subdued as well. The few who tried to
start mosh pits were quickly shut
down withmany disapproving stares
fromothers who would rather stand
and bobtheir heads then get a little
active onHi-Score'smake-dodance

Xt

MCD reached down into their
repertoire and pulled out a ton of
old favorites while showcasing the
material as well,
llder songs were cultivated
nly from their self-titled fullTth debut and from 1998's Sub
i release Broken Bottles Empty

Ii

Hearts.

SThe

rather staticHi-Score crowd
eived the usual crowd favorites
("Boom Swagger Boom" and
The Spectator

a simple:"Thank you,Danhas togo
to work now," they took leave.
They made theirleave.One diehard fan didn'tunderstand and kept
requesting "Broken Glass" while
the next band was setting up.
When Airplanes Crash took the
stage to a less then capacity HiScoreafter MCD,they featured the
staplethree: guitar, bass anddrums.
Their sound was the standard
punk rock that high schoolers listened to when they realized that the
world wasn't fair. Over time they
may make an impact on the Seattle
music scene, but don't hold your
breath.

(Animal's Cafe 1
continued from previous pave \
the main bar andsmoking section
will be closed, and the adjoining
door will be opened, creating a
large outdoor veranda. Exterior
heatingwillbeinstalled,as wellas i
decorative ivy on the metal fence.
Though thedesignandthemenu
ofAnimal's are changing,itsintimateatmosphereand warmhearted
staff are sure to be aconstant.
A smiling Bennett agrees.
"People onboth sides of the cafe,
my neighbors and SU students,all
feel very.comfortable here," he
said. "Theyfeel welcomeand they
can just come and hang out or
study here. Andthat's what Iwant I
to create a very homeyplace. I
think it worked. 1 think it is beau-

—

I Expand your horizons
n

I

Seattle University study abroad programs
Studies Department. Advising
appointments available with Paul Milan
and Sue Atkins, please contact
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TO

REDHAWK

TAKES

THE

SKY

After months of deliberation, Seattleiiversity unveils i\
he 62-ye-old Chieftain
BEN STANGLAND / PHOTOEDITOR

SU's new Redhawk and a cheerleader throw miniature
basketballs into the crowd at the unveilinglast Thursday.

Ford Clary
Sports Editor

tion to the Jesuit tradi-

dents, alumni, and

tion and/or the Pacific

:al media representatives packed into the
Paccar Atrium, Father
Sundborg announced
:hat SU wouldnow be

Northwest. They knew

the

mascot

had

to

be

original, and they did
not want toduplicatethe
mascot ofany other Jesuit university or any
otherschoolinDivision

■epresented as the

theircultures.
Sixty years after the Chieftain
was adoptedas SU's mascot,it was
KATIE CHING
clear that the image needed to
"Ithink we were all
Managing Editor
change.
really aware of the fact
InNov. 1998,discussion was ini- it wasapretty bigdeal,"
When the first questions were tiated to debate the future of the commented Chris
raised regarding the future of Se- Chieftain.
Nordfors, Director of
attle University's Chieftain mascot
The university's first task was to Publications and a
over a year ago, few on campus decide whether to change the mas- memberofthe selection
realized the scale of the project.
cot and logo completely or to at- committee,onchoosing

Countless committee meetings,
debates with community members

tempt to modify the logo to better
represent theNative Americans of

andlocalNativeAmerican leaders, the Northwest.
the hiringof a graphic design firm,
As part ofthe debate, theuniverthe production and design of mer- sity appealed to local tribal elders.
chandise, uniforms and clothing: The committeeasked, "Do you feel
all of these details had to beconsid- honoredby ouruse of the Chieftain
ered before the Chieftain could be as a mascot? And the answer was
retired.
pretty clear, 'no,we don't feel honTheChieftain had served as SU's ored'" said Suzanne Erickson an
mascot since 1938, and was origi- associate professor in the Albers
nally intendedas a tribute to Chief School ofBusiness andEconomics
Sealth and his people. The and chair of the mascot selection
university's familiar Chieftain logo committee.
depicted a silhouette ofaman wearLastJuly,universitypresidentFaing a headdress.
ther Stephen Sundborg, SJ, anBut Native Americansin the Pa- nounced that a committee of faccific Northwest, including Chief ulty,staff and students wouldbegin
Sealth and his people, never wore theprocess of selectingan entirely
headdresses. LocalNative Ameri- new mascot.
can groups also expressed a growThe committee began its work
ing concern that SU's use and de- examining over 200 suggestions
piction of the Chieftain was inap- made for the new mascot. They
propriate and demeaning toward worked to find one with a connec-

lo-

Redhawks.
"This is part of
something larger at

Seattle University,"
~ather Sundborg said
)fthe newmascot, "the
evitalization of our

:ampus life, ourmovenent to Division 11, a
arger numberof stu-

lents are living on
:ampus and the stulents' request to have
nore of a source of
>ride and spirit at SU."
As a banner revealng the new logo
Iropped fromthe third
loor of Pigott, the

the mascot. "Trying to
anticipate, trying to
weigh theexcitement or

the votes ofcurrentstudentsversus thefact it's
[the mascot] going to
be here for 50 years or
more, knowing that we
had that responsibility

ledhawk

mascot

weighedheavily."

Father Sundborg tests his arm throwing miniature came runningout onto
Once the mascot had basketballs into the audience.
been chosen, the comThe crowd saw the
mittee began work todesign a logo. rollout we had on Thursday was new logoand the mascotdancing in
The university contractedS.M.E., really gratifying. I've heard noth- front of them and a hush fell over
the same design firm responsible ing but positive comments about the crowd for a split second before
they startedcheeringagain. Miniafor the Seattle Mariners logo, to the logo," said Erickson.
work out ideasfor the new mascot.
After monthsof debate,planning ture basketballs with the new logo
Originally, the firm sent the com- and anticipation, thedate was set to were thrown into the crowd.
mittee over200 designsandsketches unveil the new mascot: Jan.6. The
Cake and punch were served to
toreview. The selectioncommittee Seattlepapers werenotified; t-shirts
the crowd, and the buzz about the
then looked over the sketches and weremade; postersand signs went newmascotsoon spread fromMadigave the firm an idea of the direc- up around campus.
son Avenue to James Street.
Finally, at noon last Thursday,
tion they wantedthe logo to take.
"It went really,really,well," said
"I think it turned out great. The before an audienceof teachers, stu- Holly Miller, one of the student

athletesonthe committee,referring Redha
the unveiling. "Everyone was workec
excited, people seemed impressed to limit
The
that the logo was done so profesto

shirtde
formation Director for the univer- front ar
sity, agreed."Ithought it went very 6/00"
well. A lotofpeople put in a lotof game,!
hard work; to see it rewarded the venir b;
At hi
waythat it was wasa great feeling."
afternoon,
compel
Later that
theSU community was invited toa Southwest- The pri
ern style barbecue in the Astrogym line tici
of Connolly center.
The gym was turned into a J|W^^B £
makeshift cafeteria as students poured in to see the Mg
new mascot and nibble on
some free food.
Fordesert, the university commissioned a cake to be made
m the shape of the new
Redhawk logo.

\&M~

"^^^

students
After
munched on their food,
they were invited ut^^^^^^^^^^^_
head upstairs to watch
the Redhawk basketball
teams in a double
header. The __^^^^^g^^
pair
of
games marked the first
timethe new mascot was used atan

What are
your

thoughts
on the new
mascot?
10

be something else. So
I'm a little uneasy about
thechange, but I'mwilling
to be a good sport."
— Carrie Geraghty,
to

"Redhawks is a nice
change. Iguess if 'Chieftain' was offending people
it's nice to have a change.
The [unveiling] ceremony
was great!"
— Brodie Sorensen,
sophomore

senior

wKp

.

. .-» i
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Anol
betwee
games,
Miles
halfcoi
cot. B

athletic event.
But team uniforms were not different, and there was still a bare
wood spot at centercourt.
However, there was a new
Redhawk spirit in the air. The Chiefta
crowd,easilythe biggestofthe year, given i
reigned down chants of "Go, ture ba

—
"You know, when
you've been a Chieftainfor
three years,it'shard towant

attende

sionally."
Jason Lichtenberger, Sports In-

The Spectator

]
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A Legend
Returns
Former NBA star visits SU
Ford Clary
Sports Editor

Eddie Miles starred for the Seattle University basketball team from
1961-63 Hehad adistinguishedcareer thateventually led to the school
retiring his number 20 jersey. He went on to play nine seasons in the
NBA, most ofthem with the Detroit Pistons. He evenmade the all-star
game one year. Recently, Miles returned to the building where his

.

tleuversity unveils its new mascot retiring
ye-old Chieftain

I

FM^- «^

"*^^
Wmm^^
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"^^^

"I'm not excited about the
choice, but I'll get used to it
quickly. I'm just excited that
now we'll have something to
rally around as a school. I
wouldn't have picked
'Redhawks,'butthenit wasn't
my choice."

— Susan Peacey,
senior

The Spectator

SU invited him to comeback to the school to helplaunch the new
mascot. He, along with another Chieftain basketball legend, Sue
Stimac, whoalsohasher jerseyretired,welcomedthe newmascot to the
SU community on Jan. 6

athletes onthecommittee,referring Redhawks, Go!!" while others s
to the unveiling. "Everyone was workedto perfect their Hawk calls
Neither the Redhawk men nor
excited, people seemed impressed to limited success.
v imen were able toearn a victory
that the logo was done so profesThe first thousand people who c Mascot Day, but all the excitesionally."
attended the game receivedafreet- r nt was not a totalloss.
'It [the mascot] had a positive
Jason Lichtenberger, Sports In- shirt depicting the new logo on the
slogan
"First Flight 1/ c ect. Those were the bestcrowds
formation Director for the univer- front and the
sity, agreed."Ithought it went very 6/(X)" on the back. During the I c seenin my fi veyears in the SU
well. A lot of people put in a lot of game, the mascot threw moresou- c nmunity," Lichtenberger said,
was greatto have an actual mashard work; to see it rewarded the venir balls into the stands.
At halftime, audience members c toget the crowdmoreinvolved.
waythat it was wasagreat feeling."
Laterthatafternoon,the SUcom- competedto make a halfcourtshot. 1 ;re seemed to be a lotof cheering, and the crowd
munity was invited toa Southwest- The prize was two roundtrip airseemed more
ern style barbecue in the Astrogym
[/f-Mf^f-t
vocal than norof Connolly center.
W
mal- noPefu v
The gym was turned into a
that will carry
makeshift cafeteria us stuon."
cllmus poured in to see the mm
So now that
new mascot and nibble on
the Mascot
some free food.
Day
is over
desert,
university
For
the
comwillthe
what
missioned a cake to be made _^^^
Redhawk
do?
shape
the
in
of the new
The
logo.
Redhawk
Redhawk will of
students
After
MBfe^
A course keep attending
munched on their food,
W games and spreading SU
they were invited ut^^^^^^_
spirit, but how far will the
head upstairs to watch
influence spread?
the Redhawk basketball
"I see the mascot being inteams in a double
volved with all events, not just
header. The
athletics.
1hope to see it involved
pair
of
in Quadstock type events. Hopegames marked the first
fully the students will rallyaround
special
happened
mascot
was
used
at
an
Another
event
time thenew
athletic event.
between the men's and women's it and be proud of their Redhawk
But team uniforms were not dif- games. SUbasketballlegendsEddie identity,"Lichtenbergersaid.
Miller also hopes that students
ferent, and there was still a bare Miles and Sue Stimac took to
halfcourt to welcomethe newmas- try to identify with the mascot.
wood spot at centercourt.
"I wantstudents toidentifythemHowever, there was a new cot. Both athletes have had their
Redhawk spirit in the air. The Chieftain jerseysretired. Theywere selves as Redhawks the way Unicrowd,easilythebiggest ofthe year, given souvenirs including minia- versity of Washington students
reigned down chants of "Go, ture basketballs, sweatshirts and t- identify themselvesas Huskies."

Mf
\

jerseyhangs.

"

between the men's and
women's games at
Connolly Center.
Many students roared
their approvalas the leg-

endary duo took

to the
court. Most studentshad

never seen the faces that
belong to the jerseys that
hang on the wall.
The former cagers were
givensome gifts with the
new mascot prominently
displayed,and then they
lhanked the school and
relumed to ihe sideVmes
where Milessharedsome
ofhifl thoughtson thenew
chapterin SU history.
"I never thought about
Father Sundborg shakes hands with former changingthe mascot but,
NBA star Eddie Miles at halftime.
ifitoffends someone,then
you've got to do it. Iam
I'll
feeling,
a minority so Iunderstand that
but always be a Chieftain."
it,"
Miles said of choosing the
names,
"Versus the other
I like
Redhawk from the list of finalists.
While Miles was not part of the formal process through which the
mascot was chosen, he has some idea what went on.
"Iimagine they had theirhands full in coming up with names, but I
don'tknow too much about it," he said.
Milesremainsrealistic abouthowmuch impacthavinga new mascot
will mean to the university.
"The onlything that matters is how goodthe team is. All that other
stuff doesn't matter if you win. Back before the Sonics were even
around we used to be the number one basketball in the state. If you
wanted to see thebest basketball you went to watchSeattle University.
But the 20 years down at Division IIchanged that. Nothing wouldbe
as good as a return to Division I."
Miles had another proposition for the school as well.
"Ithink the logoon the shirts and uniforms needs to be bigger,"he

said.
After the this interview Miles watched the Redhawks game. And
whilehe willforeverremain a Chieftain, it didnot seem likehehad any
trouble getting into the new Redhawk spirit.

"Yeah, Ilike it; it's pretty
futuristic looking. It's also
something to raise awareness

about other professional
teams, like the Cleveland Indians,whomight want to look
into changing their mascot
and logo."
Noel Ramirez,
frosh

—

Campus Comment

wasphotographed,
written and
compiled by Jim
Rennie
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" I Love You Britney!!!

The WB Presents...

Urn
Scout: Riding on Grammti
BY TRISHA &
#!

Felicity's

BRYAN BINGOLD

Staff Reporter

Scout is a band that could be
likenedNirvana meets the Beatles.
But thatincorporation doesnot stand
well onitsown. Dominatedby their
Beatles influence, Scout loses the
Nirvana angst in a swirl of backwards guitar and processed key-

SCOUt

TIFFANY

Teen Correspondents

sic was getting on television,Scout duction tricks that made theBeatles
decided to go into the recording the awesome force that they were
studio to capture the sounds that are sprinkled liberally and frewould become // Seemed Like a quently recycledthroughout the alGoodIdeaat the Time.
bum. This trend tends to homogHowever, Scout's eagerness to enizethe album andmake the songs
capitalize on their TV attention sound the same.
By the time the listener finishes
caused them to hurry through recordingtoget thealbumout intime. the album, they may realize that it
It Seemed suffers from the frantic wasa wasteof their 44 minutesand
pace that it was re- 33 seconds,or they may thoroughly
cordedin.With a little enjoy what they heard. It all demore attention to de- pends on what they watch on Sun-

itseemed Like a Good idea at the Time
Mod Music Records
cigarette drenched,

the vocals, Scout would
have a fine album on their

bittersweetvocalsof singer Ashen

hands, insteadof an album

boards.

Led by the

Keilyn, Scout struggles through

that will never see its full

their 12-song full length debut It
Seemed Like a Good Idea at the
Time.They findthemselvesa niche
in which they can safely release
theirsugar-coatedpopballadswhile
maintaining an indie image.
Scout got their big break when
their song "DayBefore Yesterday"
was played twice on the TV show
Felicity. The song was then placed
on the Felicitysoundtrack and the
world was opened wide to Scout.
The songgeneratedenoughinterest
that more of Scout's music was
feature on another TV show, Judging Amy.
Fueled by the attention their mu-

potential

Musically speaking,
"Let Me Down Easy" is
the strongest song on the
album. Opening with an
infectious mellotron piece,
it rises to a soaringchorus
with Keilynpleading to an
unseen partner to be "let
down easy."Theclimax of
thesong is basedonaswirling guitar line by guitarist Steve
Schiltz.
As much promise as "Let Me
Down Easy" has, the rest of the

PHOTO COURTESY MODMUSIC RECORDS

daynights at eighto'clock. Scoutis
best played when there is home-

work that needs to be done,a dorm
room that needs cleaning or any-

albumtends todisappoint the atten-

thing thatdistracts thelistenerfrom

tivelistener.Manyof thesame pro-

Scout's music.

Tiff:Like,ohmy god,Trish,
I was watching TRL yesterday^
and Carson (he's sooo hot!) announced the Grammy nominations!!!
Trish: Oh, Iknow! Like, this
year's nominees are the best ever.

"That geniechick just, like, drives
me crazy, y'know?!" Brits

Tiff: Yeah! Backstreet AND
Ricky for Album of the Year!!!
they were mousketeers!
Trish: But who should win? I Tiff: What if,like,Chrissy won,
mean, they're both so amazingly and Brits, uh, ran up to the stage
hot.Itjust betterbe one of those two and threwherlip gloss at her? And
because the other nominees are so they would start screaming and
ugly.Cher?!Whatever! Andisn'tit fighting?I
betNickfromBackstreet
illegal or something to nominate would break them up...he's so
sweet!
Satan for a Grammy?
Urn,
Trish,
that's
Carly
Tiff:
Trish:Oh Iknow! Andhe's gotSanta! Get it right! Do Ilook fat in ten sooomuch cuter lately withhis
this top?
new buff bodand all.All Ican say
Trish: Maybe a little, but you is Backstreet better win for best
always look a littlefat. Speaking of new album,eventhoughI
looooove
lookingfat, why isn'tJenniferLopez Sarah MacLachlan. Mirrorball is
nominatedfor anything more than just so spiritual.
Tiff: Ibought Sarah'scookbook
best dance song? On the Six was,
like, one of thebestalbums EVER! and made the "Sweet Surrender
Tiff:Let's get right to the point: Pie." Hey Trish, do you believe in
Britney. Okay, she is gonna rock life after love?
Trish: After love?
thehouse!She better win best new

artist overthat oneMacyGraychick.
Like she looks hot in a tube top?
Britney is sooo much cuter!
Trish:Oh totally!But whathappens if Christina Aguilera wins?
'
ThenmaybeBrits andChrissy won t
be friends anymore. And they've

Tiff: After love?
Trish:Well, Icanfeel something
inside me say... nevermind. Anyway, like, Ijust hope they don't
give any awards to people who
suck like Sheryl Crow.
Tiff:And whotheheck is Susan

been friendsFOREVER, since,like, Tedeschi!??!

Seattle University

Entrepreneurship Center
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New Venture Plan Invitational
Undergraduates, Graduates, Alumni
Develop an ideainto abusiness plan. Enter the second annual Seattle University
competition and the third annual University of Washington competition.
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$$ Award $5,000 Grand Prize
Three $1,000 First-Place Track Awards
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New Venture P|anning Workshop
FREE to students

Second Session
From Guerilla Marketing Research to
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* Learn how tv market your product or service.
*
your competitive advantage.
* Find
Establish your position.

*

Develop a coordinated plan to deliver value to your customers.

January 28
H hrum > 4
February 19
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Building a Marketing Plan
including lunch
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- must register

March -4

Doing theFinancials for the Plan
I.cgal Issues for New Venturei
Determining the Internet Strategy
for Your Business
Consulting Mentor Sessions

For further information:
eC(« seattleu.edu
onA\ fQA <71fl

http://www.seattleu.edu/asbe/ec/workshops
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" Low Fat Bite-sized Reviews

Shippingupthecelluloid
STORY COMPILED BY
SPECTATOR STAFF

this film. He must have had some
brilliant assistants,because his mix
andmatch style is very reminiscent
of what it is like to play the confus-

Blanchett show off their acting
chopsamongthe beautifully filmed
Italian landscapes. Most surprising
is Damon, who

The TalentedMr.
Ripley

Along with millenium hype,
Anodtoold fashionedHitchcockbomb-smuggling terrorists and / ing
style thrillers, The Talented Mr.
sport of football.
DreamofJeaniemarathons onNick
Many avid sports fans immedi- Ripley is a superbexploraat Nite, the holidayseason brought
ately look for flaws that are not tionof lost, stolen andconon a glut of new movies. Though
fused identities. Tom r
MoviReeviw

Jjjg

( Mall

Fantasia 2000

~"~"~-

DUrrai) §2.

7?e Oder House Rules;Any Given Sunday,
Man On The Moon;
The Talented Mr. Ripley; Fantasia 2000

gets a

there to discover
thesemovies maybegetting as stale these minor blemishes for themas theater popcorn. The Spectator
selves.
couldn't resist revisiting some of
However,onthe wholeAnyGiven
the best. Prepare yourself; it's our Sunday surpasses the disbelief susholiday movie round-up!
pensionassociated with sports films

The Cider House Rules
John Irving' s novel The Cider
House Rules deals with the complexities and the moral questions
thatabortion inevitablybrings, but
in a WWII era New England setting. The movie adapts the story
quite well, being written byIrving
himself, but it lacks the character
developmentand intricacies of the
novel.
The movie follows the story of
Homer Wells (Tobey Maguire), an
orphan whohas beenrejected twice
by adoptive families. Homer is
forced to make use ofhimself around
theSt.Cloud's Orphanage.He does
thisbybecoming the assistantto the
proprietor of the orphanage. Dr.
Larch (Michael Cain).

WhereasLarch will performabortions for the sakeof not having his
patients butchered in back alley
abortions. Homer draws the line

and only assists withbirths.
In an attempt to see the world,
Homer, along with two younglovers, leaves the orphanage.He ends
up at an apple farm workingon the

of this nature.
Thoughovertwoand a halfhours
inlength,AnyGivenSundayis worth
your time. One hardly notices the
timepass with more than an hour's
worth of football footage (all the
actors did their own stunts), and
great acting from somerelativenewcomers and one oldstandby.
Al Pacino, Jaimie Fox, Dennis
Quaid andLL CoolJall turn in allstar performances. There are also
roles for football greats Jim Brown
and Lawrence Taylor.
Another good way to keep the
football fanaticinterested is tohave
him try and figure out which football legend is which on the opposing sidelinesofMiami'sdolphins.
Enjoy.

Not since Val Kilmer portrayed
Jim Morrison in Oliver Stone's
movieabout the Doorshas an actor
so completely embodied a major
figureof 20th century pop-culture
on the silver screen. Jim Carrey

—

-BRYAN BINGOLD

Any Given Sunday
There area lotofmust-see movie
hits this season.Any Given Sunday
is one ofthem.This flickis directed
by one ofHollywood'sbest,Oliver
Stone.His artisticflairisevident in
The Spectator

ic

ones:

whales flying in

air,theeruptionof
Mt. St. Helens.
Even the funnier,

kid-friendly

Left toright:MaguireinCider;flamingo

pieces avoid be-

in Fantasia;Paltrow, Law and Damon
in Ripley.(Photos courtesy Miramax,
Disney, Miramax)

ing tooschmaltzy.
Best is a fast-

paced cartoonset
casts
toGershwin VRaphsody inBlue,"
free trip toItaly, wherehe becomes off his usual macho demeanor to
which follows a day in the lives of
obsessed with sociallite Dickie play the sexually confused Tom,
a variety of Depresion-era New
Greenleaf (Jude Law). The obses- and manages toget the audience to
Yorkers.
sion soon turns deadly, and Tom root for the villain of the film.
Any movie that has James EarJ
struggles to assume Dickie's idenThoughit runs over two hours,
Jones introducing a flamingo danctity withoutgettingcaught.
thefilmkeepsits viewers engrossed ing around witha yo-yois destined
DirectorAnthonyMinghellatack- until the final and most disturbing
tobecomea reveredcinemaclassic.
les this bizarre story with intelli- scene ends.
-JEFF DORION
genceand sensitivity.Damon,Law, -JEFF DORION
GwynethPaltrow anda superb Cate

Man on the Moon

Kaufman quicklyrises to fameas
the movie it is just a few short
—
months. This is where the movie Latka on Taxi according to this
has its weak spot.Itis almostunbe- film, arole he despised and uses
lievable that the characters could his fame to play with audiences'
changeand evolve the way they do minds. Probably most well known
in the amount of time thatpasses in of all of Kaufman's stunts is his
bout with wrestling.
themovie.
Realizingthathe wastoo smallto
The love story between Homer
against men, Kaufman
compete
and his friendCandy is as sappy as
women, earning their hawrestled
anyHollywoodstory,andtheviewer
can hardly see the inner tensions tredby acting the role of an absothat would build over time in the lute sexist.
Thismovieis highly entertaining
novel.Overall, the movie is worth
the $7.50 if you haven't read the and manages todeal with the spiribook, but for those readers of tual crises in Kaufman'slife with-

the home video release.

Rfie

best segtsarethedra-

-SCOTT VAN AMBURG

picking crew. Through a seriesof gives a hauntingly good perforevents, Larch fakes credentials so mance as the enigmatic performer
that Homer can take over the or- Andy Kaufman inManontheMoon.
phanage. Eventually,Homer falls This film chronicles the life and
career of Kaufman from his early
in love.
childhood
to his unfortunate death
Directed byLasseHallstrom (My
from
a
rare
form of lung cancer.
Life as a Dog, What's Eating Gilmanager,
When
Kaufman's
bert Grape), the movie has stunning autumn nature scenery that played byDannyDevito,firstmeets
him, he is doing bad comedy acts
shows the beauty of New England.
In Irving's novel, the tale spans and good Elvis impersonationsin a
thelifetime of the characters, yet in small comedy club.

Irving's fiction, it's best to wait for

Presentedon the huge
MAX screen. Fantasia
2000 is one euphoric,
semi-hallucinogenic
ride.The key to enjoying this film is to not
look too deep into it.
Just enjoy it for what
it essentially is: cartoons set to mv-

out turning thefilm intomushy sap.

Not counting Courtney Love as
Kaufman's girlfriend, this film is
full of skilled performances, and
Carrey is given a rare opportunity
to show his full range as an actor.
Man ontheMoonis adefinite mustsee.

-JESSICA KNAPP

*}^f

sponsored by

Seattle Universitys Honors Program

presentation of }£)oems:

Each poem must be presented typed on a separate sheet without the poet's name. A cover sheet with the poet's name, address, e-mail address and telephone number and the title or first
line of the poem must be stapled to the text of each poem. Submissions that do not follow these directions are ineligible.

Tt()e Contest:

The poems will be judged by a panel of two faculty members
and three students.Winners will be announced during the last
week of February. With the exception ofstudents currently enrolled in the Honors Program, all students at Seattle University
are eligible to participate in the contest.
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j/ljfff Submit poems to the

February 14, 2000

:ses:

lst:s6o 2nd:s3s; 3rd:s2s
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Redhawks victory snatched from talons

Too many solid efforts over the break resulted in toofew wins
WWU on Thursday 77-66.
The Redhawk starters came out

NICOLE YOUNG
Staff Reporter

ready to play but lost their momenThe emotional lift provided by tum when WWU linked together a
the announcementofa new mascot few good plays and began to pull
was not enough to propel the newly away. SU was outrebounded and
named Seattle UniversityRedhawks outscoredin bothhalves. They had
15 offensive rebounds to WWU's
to victory in the first two men's
basketball games since the unveil- 19. SU also had a mere 21 defensive rebounds compared to the Viing.
kings'
31.
SU started both games strong,
Brian Johnson and Chris Hunter
matching the intensity of their opponents,but failed toexecutedown contributed 17 and 16 points respectively. Jeff Nelson helped out
the stretch of each.
with seven rebounds, but he was
by
The Redhawks were bruised

frustrated with his own performance: "Icouldn't have thrown it
(theball)in the ocean if Iwas in a
boat."
Overall SU did not crisply execute their plays and lacked team
communication, especially at the
defensive endof the court.
Thesecond homegame,and second chance to get a win as the
Redhawks,came against Evergreen
State College last Saturday night.
This timeSU lost79-66 to the Geoducks.
The Redhawks came out strong
again and were
determined to
get the win. All
was going according plan in
the first half as
SU started the
game outsconng
the Geoducks
33-25.
Then,with just
under 10minutes

left in the first
half, SU'shard
work started going down hill.
The Geoducks
exploded on a
30-4 run and the
intensity drained
from the play as
well as the faces
of the SU playJEREMY EDWARDS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

TonyMayrgoeshard to the hoopagainst the Vikings. HisathleticismprovidedtheRedhawks
with a strong insidepresense.

we never followed their lead,"

with 13 points, six rebounds,
threeassists and twosteals.SU was

out

Nelson said.
SU was outscored 33-54 by ESC effective at capitalizing on Northwest turnovers, scoring 24 points
in the second half.
in
off
of 2 1turnovers.
percent
37.5
the
only
SU shot
Dec. 28, 1999 at University of
second half compared to the
Geoduck's whopping 60 percent Portland.SU tried to take onUPbut
shooting.
was beaten and battered 82-33.
Nelson did put some pressure on Hunter was the only SU player in
the Geoducks with two outstanding double digits. Hehad 13 points and
backdoor lay-ups. He finished the five rebounds. The Chieftains, as
game with seven points and four they were knownthen, shot only23
percent from the field.
offensive rebounds.
Dec. 20, 1999 vs. WillametteUniNick Crespinelhad a big impact
versity.
SU was taken down by the
in his first game back from academic ineligibility. He dazzled the WU-Bearcats 80-70. Nelsonled SU
crowd withhisenthusiasm andpure with 14 points. Leptich was three
athleticability. Timeand time again for fouron three point attempts and
the crowd saw as him hustle and ended the game with nine points.
work his way to twelve points and
Dec. 17, 1999 at St. Martin's
College, SU was overtaken 74-54.
eightboards.
After the game Nelson summed After beating St. Martin's less than
up what the year has been like so a week ago, it looked like a good
matchup. The teams were lockedin
far.
Since they area young team with a 34 point standoff at halftime.
SU was unable to match the seconly two returnees, Nelson explained that, "Communication and ond half effort of the Saints howteam work will come with time." ever and only shot 23 percent from
He also added that the team was the floor. Leptich put in another
doing well for such a young and solid performance with 10 points.
Crespinel chippedinsix points and
inexperienced team.
10 rebounds.
games
SU played a number of
Dec. 14, 1999 vs.Central Washsummary
over the break. Here are
ington
University. A great game
accounts of each:
was
but ithad a tragic end30,
played,
at
ColDec. 1999 Northwest
lege.SU foughtback from adeficit ing for SU boosters. SU battled
of eight points to overtake North- hard against theWildcats losing the
west College 69-62. The SU team
went on a 10 point run with eight
minutes left to win the game going

fight in overtime 94-85. This final
score does not do justice to the

ability and capabilityofSU's team.
"The Geosmoking
53 per- At halftime, SU had a 39-25 lead
ducks pickedup away. SU shot a
the intensityand cent in the second half.Nelson led
SU with 20 points. Hunter helped SeeMen's b-ball on page 17

confidence, pride,

and plenty of time

to shower before calculus.

In Army ROTC, you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff.
Stuff that builds character and discipline. Not to mention
muscles. You'll also learn how to think on your feet and be
a good leader. Talk to your Army ROTCadvisor to find out
more. And get ready to sweat a little.

ARIVIY ROTC
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Unlike any other college course you can take.
JEREMY EDWARDS/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

NickLeonardput the reverselayupoffglass against Western Washington
University last Thursday. The newly named Redhawks were unable to
beatthe Vikings.
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Women's b-ball has yet to win as Redhawks
Despite 4-6 record Coach Cox sees improvement, keeps goals high
Ford Clary
Sport Editor
The SeattleUniversity women's
basketball team (4-6) swooped
down on the Falcons from Seattle
Pacific University very much like
their new mascot would, with te-

nacity and boundless energy.

(However,

sloppiness, of the game as SU had
26 turnoversand SPUhad 22.There
were a combined 34 fouls as well.
Thegame marked the first defeat
in school history under the name
Redhawks.
SU had a chance to pick up the
first winunder the nameRedhawks
last Saturday,but they wereunable
to beat Western Washington University. The WWU Vikings won
86-68.
WWU is ranked first in the region, and they leftlittle doubt as to
why as all five starters scored in
double figures. Athletic point guard
Amanda Olsen led the Viking attack with 16 points and three assists.
SPU wore theHawks down and
Matzke again led the Redhawks
eventually won despite 16 points with a game-high 18 points, all of
fromMatzkeand 12 fromEspinoza. whichcamein the secondhalf.She
Ashley Miller led theFalcons with alsohad seven rebounds. Espinoza
also had a solid game shooting 6-9
a game high 20 points.
Both teams contributed to the from the floor, including 5-8 on
SU closer to the Falcons.

the fierce Redhawk

ick wasnot enoughasSPUpulled
ay in the second half to win last
ursday's game 71-58, spoiling

the unveilingof SU's new mascot.
found themselves in thehole
just threeminutesintothegame.
They werefrustrated by the Falcon
fullcourt press and had the turnto prove it.
!oach Cox regrouped his playandthey began theircomeback.
erallongpassestocenterMandy
tzke led to buckets for the
Redhawks. GermainEspinozaalso
hit a clutch three pointer to bring

«>U

Irs

That offense combined with the
interior defense of Rachel Hinke,
who finished with two blocks, led
to theRedhawks stayingin thegame.
They found themselves down at
haiftime 41-32.
To start the second half,the Falcons went back to what gotthem the
lead in the first half, the fullcourt
press. Again it proved to be too
much for the Redhawks as they
burned two timeouts early in the
second half to try and align their
press break.
SU was able toget no closer than
nine points in the second half, due
in part to their cold shooting, 22
percent for the game.

Amanda Crabbegoes to the hoopthrough threeSeattlePacific defenders.
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th^ree pointers, to finish with 17
points.
TheRedhawks found themselves
down 40-24 at the half and were
never able to come back. It should
be noted howeverthattheRedhawks
playedthe Vikings nearly evenduring the second half as they scored
44 points to WWU's 46.
The Vikings shot 50 percent for
the game, although the Redhawks
outshot them 45 percent to 38 percent from behind the arc. SU was
also nearlyeven in the rebounding
category as they had36 to WWU's
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Despite the two losses, Coach
DaveCox is satisfied with the team.

"1think abigpart of cvagis
howmuch you improve.Iam very
pleasedwe are getting betterevery
day. The way they were able to
compete over

the weekend shows
where they're going," he said.
Wherever they are going, they

are sure to be leadby Matzke. She
is leading the team inscoring,averaging 18.2 points per game, rebounding,7.8 per gameand is third
onthe team in assists.Shealso leads

the team in three point
percentageat 40 percent.

shooting

HelpingMatzke are secondleadingscorer Espinoza (7.7 ppg), who

See Women's B-ba// on 17

FOR THE
FIRST TIME EVER:
$20,000 CASH BONUS
PLUS $50,000
FOR COLLEGE.
Army's top-priority
skills,
occupational
and you could receive a cash
bonus of up to $20,000, if you qualify. Plus, earn up
to $50,000 in money for college through the
Montgomery G.I. Bill and the Army College Fund,
if you qualify.
Find out more about these great Army benefits.
Talk to your local Army recruiter today. It could be
Choose
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Ifyou're looking fortheors. trybtismta school.But ifit's eipemnajou want,you'llfmdm
~
it here. We turn college nun and women into leaitn. Dtchionmakers who command^^^^^t HmMH
ks
k^__
resptd. Topgraduates who can write their own ticket in lift. Like tomeet ourfacultyfm 8888
Call /■.wO'Marines. Or visit ui'at wwx.marinkoffickr.oom. Becauit^Jl J rfl$'II
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to serve in one of the

one of the most rewarding

calls you've ever made.

1-800-USA-ARMY
ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE:
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Men's, Women's swimming fall to SFU
Redhawks lose but keep spirits high as they await next opponent
The Redhawks participated in
"I think we did awesome. We
the Northwest Invitational at pulledtogether asa team," sophoEvergreeen State College near more co-captain Vilija Simaitis
Olympia on Dec. 4. They domi- said."Ourbiggestgoalwasto view
nated the field, finishing the meet
with a score of 673, winning every event except the 800 yd.
freestyle.
Sophomore Elliott Kolbe was
the only swimmer to win three
events, while frosh Chris Forgie

programs.
"We're not at the point yet to
with top power teams,"
Mallery said. "I feel great about
[the team's performances this season], and I'm really proud of the
team, but to be where we want to
be...it comes down to the school
deciding what sports they will supcompete

themeetasaself-motivator.a 'Can
we give them a run for their
money?' type of meet."
"We stuck together as a team.
We put up a fight," said frosh Aliport."
cia Koht.
Mallery believes that the future
team
perThe
believes that their
of
both men's and women's swim
was a double event winner.
was
to
improved
formance
due the
Also over the Christmas break, extra practice they had during the teams dependupon the swimming
the SU men's team finished sec- Christmasbreak,competing inboth program's ability to recruit and
ond in the Claremont Invitational the Claremont and Northwest awardscholarshipmoney toincoming athletes. He also believes the
heldinCalifornia,Dec.10and 11. Invitationals.
Thementurnedin impressive perThe Redhawk women won the caliber of swimmer depends upon
formances against such schools Claremont Invititational giving the financial support of the adminas San Francisco State and the them a huge confidence boost, al- istration, and their willingness to
though they also got aboost outof aidthe developing swimprogram at
University ofRedlands.
BEN STANGLAND / PHOTOEDITOR
"They
doing
SU.
incredibly well theloss to SFU.
are
Frosh Megan Acketman dives in to start her raceduring the SFU meet.
asateam. They arean outstanding
"Whensomething is readyto take
"People werein goodshape and
off,
juday-marshall
swama
to
with,"
lose,
Alexis
fast 22.03 tie SFU'sDan group of athletes to work
youfeed it,"Mallery said,"This
re- spirit. Yes we did
but wehad
Rutledge.
Mallery
on
the
team
has jumpedleaps every year.
Reporter
good
marked
team's
swims and good individual
Staff
"It was good that wehad a chal- progress.
performances," Simaitissaid.
The athletes have always stepped
lenge. It makes people rise to the
A positive rivalry that devel- up to the levelofcompetition. This
new levelofcompetition," Sullivan
oped with SFU during last year's phenomena doesn't happen very
In a highly touted match Satur- said.
Nationals was apparentonthepool often, the program deserves an op"[Sullivan]loves tocompete,and
day afternoon between NAIA secAlthoughthenumber4-ranked SU deck during the meet, but the ath- portunity."
Mallery is hoping to strengthen
ond-ranked Seattle University and it shows when he races," Coach women's team was unable to over- letes are convinced it is a good
first-ranked Simon Fraser Univer- Craig Mallery said of Sullivan's take a powerful SFU team on Satur- thing.
the swim program,eventually ensity, the newly named Redhawks performance on Saturday.
'The invitationals brought the abling it to become one of the top
day afternoon, the womenhad sevThough SU wasunable toearn a eral solid individual performances. SUteams togetherand helpedpre- contenders in the nation.
fell to thequick and lean Clan team
138.5 to 61.5.
win in the meet against SFU, they
"Swimming is a fit for this uniFrosh Kristin Johansing recorded pare us for SFU. [The rivalry]
TheClan swept allof the events turned in impressiveperformances the only first place finish for the started last year at Nationals and versity, otherwise, it never would
except for the 50 yd. freestyle in over theChristmas break inseveral womenwith a 1:59.59 inthe 200 yd. somethingclicked.It's goodmoti- have worked," Mallery said.
vation,"Simaitis said.
which sophomore Steve Sullivan invitational meets.
Coach Mallery praised his team,
freestyle.
Men's

Team

Women's

Team

Frosh DanielleErnhart pointed
out, "The next weeks are thehardest weeksof training. We have to

keep our 'attitude above the line'
as Coach Mallery says,the team as
wellas every individual."

sport, the type of training that is
required for the swimmer, and disThe women's teamhopes to use cipline and work ethic is extremely
this momentum and spirit when unique...they tend to receive less
they take on Cal State Hay ward at kudosandlessrecognition than any
Connolly Center on Friday after- sport, so much of theirmotivation
noon,and again on Saturday after- comes from within the team...it

20(0 - 2001RA

noon when they will meet UC
Davis and the host Wildcats from
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SU

Swimming

Program

speaks to the caliberof person."

Mallery hopes that the SUmen's
and women's teams will continue
to build upon their past successes
and improve upon future performances, but he also believes that
the level of competition to which
SU may rise, relies upon outside

Though the SU men's and
women's swimteamshave boasted
number 2 and number 4 NAIA support and scholarship dollars.
"Someofthis is out ofmy hands,"
rankings,respectively,during their
first yearas a DivisionIIprogram, Mallery said. "It comes down to a
CoachCraigMallerybelieves there choice of the administration,
is much room for improvement whether they want to further nurpossible within SU's swimming ture a winning program."

TW,jan. 6,7:30-8:30Pm
Campion Hall Lobby

Office,
Residential Living i-^rc
Bellarmine 111
'
_.

saying,"Ihave so much respect for
them as athletes. Swimming is one
of those sports where...they have
the longest season, of any other

,

Tues.,Jan. 11,8-9pm
Xayier Hal

2, 12-lpm
Wed Ml

f
International
Student Center

Thurs.,Jan. 13, 8-9pm
BellarmineHall Lobby
Wed, Jan.
19, 12-lpm
J
AHANA Student
Sophomore MeganMontague throws a wake as she competes in Saturday's
butterfly.
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averages 11.3 assists per

Sports Poetry

game.

If they make these improvements,the Redhawks
could meet their goal of
making the NAIADivision
II tournament with an at
large berth. The top three
independent teams make it,
and the Redhawks arecurrently ranked Bth among
them.
"We couldmove up with
some big wins over Western Oregon University
(rankedBthamongindependents)andHumboldt State,"
Cox said.
He alsohadpraise for his
team, 'Theyarefun towatch
Anna Kloeck drives around two Falcon defenders during
and they work tremendously
Thursday's game.
hard. We've had great
past couple games, and Ithink
c has been impressed. We just need
moving forward."
Actually movingbackward,here are summaries of games played over winterbreak:
Dec. 11, 1999 vs Northwest College.
DeLuanay
scored 17 and Courtney Tinsley
page
15
Continued from
had 12 rebounds as SU avenged an earlier
also is second in assists and third leading loss with a 75-57 win.
Dec. 17, 1999 at Western OregonUniverscorer Jessie DeLaunay(6.5 ppg).
Coach Cox isquick topoint out that every- sity in theRamadaInn/WOU Holiday Classic vs. Southern Oregon University. SU
one has contributed.
"As a young team someone else steps up came back from a nine point halftime deficit
dependingon each game, it showsthe poten- on the strengthof 15 Matzkepoints. Tinsley
was again the leading rebounder with seven.
tial we have,"he said.
wins
in
SU
upset seventh ranked SOU53-50.
He noted that to earn more
the
18, 1999 at WesternOregon Universeason,
the
Dec.
Redhawks need
secondhalf of the
consistency
sity
in
the
intensity
Ramada Inn/WOU Holiday Clasimprove
to
ontheir
and
Nazarene. A slow start was
eliminating
Northwest
rebounding
as
and
defensic
vs.
as well
toblame in theChieftains 43-83 loss. Matzke
sive breakdowns.
"We are playing 32-34 minutes of good led the team in scoring and reboundingwith
basketball,butthat other six toeight minutes 21 points and 7 boards.
Dec. 21, 1999 at Warner Pacific. Matzke
is when weare losing games,"Cox said.
The Redhawks also need to work on cut- continued her heroics by scoring a season
ting down on turnovers. They average 23.1 high 34 points while also hauling down 10
pergame while opponentsonly surrender the rebounds. Her performance ledSU to an 80ball 16.4 times per game. SU also only -64 victory, evening their record at 4-4.

Women's b-ball
showing
improvment
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SI 'Playoff "Limerick."

"

SteveM&fair is nooilfro,
to ae%t year the Titans shaftgo;

Miami's notgarnin ',
'tillthey start il-'Dub 's 'Damon;

The "Redskins death kiss,
is injured'Davis;

the Colts: seeSt.Louis,
98's3-13 won't do this;

the "Sues will turn Came,
nopassinggame;

«to

so what team willclaim champion?

please do tell;

experience thejam,
for the St.Louis%am;

let's crownSanfrancisco!

the Sit/ami's not (iking,
the defense of "Viking;

with touch in young,power 6yHearst,grace

through%ice;

In "Brunnel, theJags have agun,
But in the playoffs, they can't stop the run;

the 49ers will win all,itfits justquite nice.

Men's b-ball:
suffering tough
losses

with a deuce to tie the game at the final
buzzer, sending the game into overtime.
In overtime the Wildcats bitdown on the

Continued from page 15

over CWU. SU was hitting 40 percent of
their three point attempts in the first half.

Redhawks. CWU scored 10 unanswered
points to overtake SU. SU played hard but
could not executein the final minutes.
Several Chieftains turned in good performances. Johnson had 14 points, 7 rebounds,
and11 assists.Nelson finished with 14points,
6rebounds,and 5 assists.Crespinel addedhis
typical numbers, 8 points and 12 rebounds.
Dec. 11, 1999 vs. St Martin's. Johnson
saved theday and thegamefor theChieftains.
SUdefeated St. Martin'sCollege74-73. SU
scored only38 first half points toSt. Martin's
43. However, in thesecondhalf, SUcameon
strongwiththebench firedup.Astimewound
down, Johnson drove the floor and score a

Unfortunately this was reversedin thesecond
half. CWU shot 43 percent behindthe arc in
the second half while SU was only able to
answer withan average 21.4 percent.
TheWildcats also forced 24 turnovers giving them 36points. Hunter workedhardand
hadfour three pointersand 11fieldgoals for
a game high of 26 points.
Seattle owned a 17 point lead with 11:16
left. Then CWU went on a scoring run and deuce to give the Chieftains the win.
pulled within two points with threeminutes
left to play.
The Wildcats then tied the game before
guard Nick Leonard put SU back up by two
with20 seconds left. CWU came right back
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Senior Class Committee Present:

THIRSTY THURSDAY
-

20th
9pm
close
Must be 21 + over
January

Happy Hour Prices
with your SU ID

.

Dec. 2, \999 vs. SeattlePacificUniversity
SU took on SPU in the heated intercity rivalry. Nelson had a game high 25points and
help his team keep the game close. Still his
efforts were not enough as SU lost 80-75.
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS of Seattle university

Welcome Back
Redhawks!

For good food and international entertainment come to the

International Dinner
Time: 6-11 p.m.
Date: January 29
Cost: $8 for students, $10 for nonstudents.
Theme: "Windows to the World"
Contact the International Student Center for more information.
Council NeWS* The council, beginning this quarter, is
starting a policy of disclosingbudget appropriations to the students. They will always be listed on the ASSU page in the
Spectator.

The council appropriated $2,963 to help finance the
International Dinner Jan. 29.
Look for more upcoming information on "Jamaica Me Crazy Week" Feb.14-18

Marketplace
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b.s.c.s/b.s.e.e/
B.S.C.E/B.S.M.E.

Quality
Assurance
Lab Engineer

f

Active voice
Corporation, a
world leader in

unified messaging

systems and computer telephony
software solutions,

is seeking candidates for full-time
and part-time Quallty Assurance Lab
Engineer Positions

.

will maintain

lab resources,
inciuding computers, LANS and telephone systems;

.
build

.

test

environ-

and
plans
excite test
for PCs, pc pcnpherals and software; install and
integrate telecomments; develop

munications

systems

and
equipment; an

tealTand Tab
users
product
to ensure

.

more standing in a
four-year degree
_
,
program for part
time Posltlons) ;

.

. .
strong programing
' kn° wledge
skl
.

deeping Phased

You

°

(or at lea fc S ph°-

, can-

quality. Ideal
didates will have

V °P eratin^
of
S

*

#
systems;
experience

installing and
configuring pc
hardware , and a
commitment to
providing superior
,
customer service.

.
...

°

.

Preferred: MCSE;

Applications in
Campus Ministry
Pick one up TODAY!
Due January 24th
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All classified ads must be
submitted by Friday at 5
P- m for the Thursday edition Pre-pay please.

-

'

-

,

The cost for ClaSSlf lcds IS
$2 for the first 20 words and
10 cents a word thereafter.

.

,

,

please

To

and resume to:
personal
@activevoicecom or

*206-441e

e s<

__,

ence Job Code: QAI710SU. Active voice
is an equal Opportunitv employer
Active Voice
www.activevoxce.com

..

To advertise, call Romie
Ponceat (206) 296-6474 or
_4>
u^—
fax her
at
(206) 296-6477.

Spring Break

.
voicemail and
, .
telephony products,

.

at
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The spectator is where it's
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Building Dreams
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Free Report reveals how Even MinorAccident Injuries Can Have
Major
Health Consequences. Seattle, WA.
J
Our recentiy released free report reveals how minor accidents can
cause hidden injuries that can take weeks,months, or even years to
show up. There are many things to understand so that you protect your
rights with the insurance companies.
To receive your FREE REPORT call Toll Free, 24-hour recorded
*:i\a t\it\t\
° at, 1-800-694-9309.
message
Call Today!
J
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IS SO IH3LIIIiC»y«

We realize we don't have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet. Let's just say that at Varsityßooks.com
days.
we've made the most of it.Not only can you save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you'll also receive them in just one to three business

All on a Web site that's completely reliable and secure. What more do you need to know?
Savings off distributors suggested price. Booksdelivered in nomore than three business days. Some restrictions apply. See site for details.
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1/13 " "Twin Pregnancy Outcomes: an Epidemiological
Investigation" lecture by Rebecca Hartley. 3:30 p.m. in
Wyckoff Auditorium.
1/14 Teamregistrations due forFitness Challenge2000.
For information or to register contact Anne Carragher
at (206) 296-5907.
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1/14 'Megadeth @ theMoore Theatre, 8 p.m. Tickets $26.50 through

/

1/14 " Sing out For EUan gathering with Seattle Peace Chorus @
CentralLutheranChurch,7:30 p.m.For moreinformationcall(206) 365-

T

iicKeimasier.
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1/15-Murder CityDevils® TheBreakroom.4 p.m. allages, 10 p.m.21+.
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1/18 "So you want to be a lawyer?" informational
program for prospective law students. 5 p.m. at SU
School of Lawsecond floor receptionarea. RSVP to Law
School office (206) 398-4200.
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1/19 "Transition to Democracy: The Role of the South African Bill of
Rights" lecture by Professor Ronald C. Slye.South Central Community
College Room BE 1110 @ noon. For more information call (206) 344-

lm

1/19 -Stroke9 andVertical Horizon® The Showbox,6 p.m. Tickets $10
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1/13 -Women's basketball ©Humboldt State University,
1/13 Men's basketball @ Humboldt State University, 8
■

p.m.

-

1/14 Women's swim vs. California St. Hayward,3 p.m.
1/15 -Men's andWomen's basketball ©Western Oregon
University,5:30 and 8 p.m.
1/15-16 Men's andWomen's swim ©Central Washington University, TBA
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